In contrast to their widespread visibility, the paradoxical 'constructedness' of these objects is rarely discussed. The representational impact and the conceptual specificity of these multiples goes far beyond the oeuvre of Marcel Duchamp, and can be seen as a premonition of artistical appropriation strategies from the 1980s to the present day.
THE SELF-APPROPRIATION OF DUCHAMP: THE READYMADE MULTIPLES
In interviews from the 1960s, Duchamp emphasized that the readymades were not to be seen as originals, but could at any time be replaced by replicas: "Another aspect of the 'Readymade' is its lack of uniqueness… The replica of a 'Readymade' delivering the same message; in fact, nearly every one of the 'Readymades' existing today is not an original in the conventional sense. For the pure, unmodified readymade, the status of an original would be meaningless, and it could easily be replaced by an equivalent replica (as long as Duchamp added the inscription).
There are basically two possibilities for creating such a replica: one could either buy a similar 'ready-made' product and accept the range of variations within a palette of the same product, or one could produce from raw material an object as close as possible to the original. The fundamental difference between the simple selection of an object and the manual fabrication of a remake has rarely been discussed among Duchamp scholars. For example, of the Bottle Dryer's seven replicas listed in Duchamp's Complete Works, five had been newly bought and two had been recreated. Duchamp signed each of the Bottle Dryers, whose forms varied considerably in 1921, 1936, 1960, 1961, and 1963 . Ulf Linde was the first to replicate a single copy of the Bottle Dryer in 1963 for the Duchamp exhibition at the Gallery Burén in Stockholm. In 1964, the edition of multiples produced by Galleria Schwarz followed (Fig. 6.2) . 4
This edition of "14 Readymades" from 1964 ended Duchamp's practice of freely signing any bottle dryer or urinal, since a contract with Galleria Schwarz obliged him to guarantee exclusivity for the multiples. 5 Their standardized shape, which, according to Arturo Schwarz, had to match the original form, now replaced the previous variety of objects. In this way, Schwarz retroactively accorded the status of an original to the "pure" readymades after which the edition was modeled-a status they did not previously have in Duchamp's view. In 1964 one could easily have bought a new 'ready-made' bottle dryer, and yet for the edition of multiples they were specifically produced in a small series, same as the urinal, the snow shovel, the comb, the coat rack, and the hat rack.
There were very different preconditions for the fabrication of each of the remakes. The breadth of variations reached from making a copy of an existing original (comb), through reconstructions after historical photos of the missing originals (urinal, snow shovel, coat rack, hat rack), to constructions without any surviving documents for the original (bottle dryer, typewriter cover). 6 Schwarz did not address this heterogeneous state of the record, but had professionals draw vertical sections and crosssections for all of the "14 Readymades," from which the multiples were then produced. 7 In contrast to the individualization of the readymade in Boîte-en-valise, we can speak of a homogenization of the objects' different appearances in the "14 Readymades."
In the actual fabrication of these objects, the paradox of a remake after a model which had been declared an original-post facto-became even stronger. How could a three-dimensional remake of the urinal be produced after Alfred Stieglitz's frontal shot from 1917, without knowing what the object looked like in profile? What basis could there be for objects where no photo of the original had survived, e.g. for the typewriter cover "Pliant…de Voyage" or the Bottle Dryer? In fact, the multiple of the Bottle Dryer was produced after Man Ray's photo of the replica from 1936 (and in the meantime also lost), which Duchamp already had used for -en-valise. 8 As the multiples of the "14 Readymades" were produced in editions of eight copies plus two artist copies, as well as two exhibition copies each, all in all we now have the very considerable number of 168 objects that now crowd museums. This is why the multiples have the largest impact on the 'public appearance' of the readymades in exhibitions. On the other hand, the two non- Arredamenti Zaroli, the Italian manufacturer of these objects, are disclosed. This is especially interesting in regard to the technical drawings, executed by Dante Zaroli, from which the editioned replicas were produced. 12 These blueprints were approved by Duchamp with his signature and have thus entered the universe of his readymades. In fact, these blueprints were presented for the launch of the multiples alongside the 14 readymades. 13 Thus, in a series of international exhibitions which introduced these objects successfully to the artworld and the art market, the visitors were given clues regarding the 'making of' the so-called readymades.
Boîte
At the time, the multiples were almost never discussed from this viewpoint, rather, the prevalent theme of interviews that Marcel Duchamp gave on these occasions was the half-century old concept of the readymade as such-a topic at the center of interest for mid1960s art criticism.
While stating a "kind of scandalous inversion," in which "the survival of the lost original is dependent on the plural of the copy" Kamien-Kazhdan does not follow through the intrinsic artistic paradoxes of the hand-crafted remakes of consumer goods, which Duchamp readily admitted in interviews. 14 One of the rare theoretical reflections on this topic by Séverine Gossart comes to the conclusion: "All in all, the Schwarz edition is a set of sculptures that wipe out the process of the readymades, even while reproducing their material appearance as faithfully as possible." 15 But the farreaching consequences of this "inversion" for the contemporary representation of the readymades in exhibitions, print publications, and online images outlined above are not discussed in KamienKazhdan's study.
The basic principle of these objects, which had been selected, isolated, and withdrawn from their original practical use by Duchamp between 1914 and 1917 was now turned from its head to its feet. Contrary to a common belief, at the time of their conception, these objects had very little to no 'public appearances' in exhibitions or critical writing. 16 It becomes apparent that the readymades had to be (re-)manufactured first, before they could be exhibited. Only as remakes did they become exhibits in the traditional sense. These limited-edition remakes of everyday objects were never made for use; they were always solely objects to be looked at in exhibitions.
Only in the form of the remakes did the readymades become part of the art market. Perhaps we could even say that the art market was the true producer of these remakes.
This perfectly circular self-contradiction of his unique "selfappropriation" is declared by Duchamp to be part of his new artistic approach: "There is an absolute contradiction, but that is what is enjoyable, isn't it? Bringing in the idea of contradiction, the notion of contradiction, which is something that has never really been used, you see?" 17 Some of Duchamp's friends and companions were skeptical about his cooperation with Galleria Schwarz. To John Cage the edition appeared like "a rather feeble attempt of a small businessman who tries to act in a businesslike way in a capitalist society." 18 And this was one of the moderate critiques of the time. But, as is often with Duchamp, looking back at these multiples, we realise that there is a new conceptual turn not to be overlooked. His "self-appropriation" resulted in a new type of works: no longer readymades, but post-readymades, they foreshadow a whole genealogy of related artistic concepts up to the present day. Warhol's silkscreened wooden boxes, which look exactly like cartons that contain scouring pads, are also remakes of consumer goods. Aside from the size of the edition, the main difference from Duchamp is again the 'making of' aspect. Duchamp's remakes are real objects formed from the same materials as their long-lost progenitors, so they are even closer to utility objects. Warhol's Brillo Boxes are three dimensional pictures of these packages, they were produced in a similar fashion as his famous pop paintings.
POST-READYMADES
To put it short: We cannot pack anything into Warhol's remakes of Brillo boxes, while we can indeed shovel snow with the remake of Duchamp's snow shovel.
Regarding their manner of presentation, the situation is the opposite: the stacks of hundreds of Brillo Boxes at Stable Gallery were presented as if they were real, 'ready-made' cartons. Thus, Warhol underlined both their serial manufacture in his Factory studio as well as the commodity characteristics of art as a product.
In contrast, the seriality of Duchamp's remade readymades remains invisible, especially when they are presented as single objects in specially designed displays. At the following museum exhibition in 1991-1992, the complete run of the six copies of the bronze sculptures were shown side by side (Fig. 6.6) . 27 Sturtevant exhibited the full edition of Duchamp Fresh Widow (1992) 
